We find a simple analytic expression for the inverse of an operator related to the problem of data reduction in confocal scanning microscopy. Potential applications of this result to the practical scanning-microscope problem are outlined.
In two recent papers', 2 we proposed a method for enhancing resolution in confocal scanning microscopy. 3 First we summarize the main points of the procedure in the case of a onedimensional optical system with ideal lenses. Letf(y) be the complex effective transparency (or reflectivity for a reflection microscope) in the object plane; by this we mean that, for a given scanning position, the image g(x) formed by an ideal microscope with a uniformly filled illumination lens is g(x) = J sinc(x -y)sinc(y)f(y)dy, (1) is given by (1) where sinc(x) = sin(7rx)/(7rx). The basic idea, then, is to record the whole image g(x) at each scanning position and to solve the integral equation (1) for f(y). In Ref. 2 it was shown that if g(x) is detected at only a small number of points sampled at the Nyquist (Rayleigh) distance, and if the method of truncated singular function expansions is used for recovering f(y), then a considerable improvement is obtained with respect to the image formed by the usual type II scanning microscope in which only the central point of the image is recorded. 3 The integral operator involved in Eq. (1) has convenient mathematical properties. First, the orthogonal complement of its null space is the set of all the functions f with bandwidth 2ir that have zeros at the integer sampling points. 4 The projection of an arbitraryfon this subspace we call the transmitted part of f. Since the component of f on the null space, i.e., the invisible component of f, is completely lost, we can assume, without loss of generality, that f coincides with its transmitted part so that it can be represented by the following form: 
and the expansion [Eq. (2) ] for the transmitted part of f, then Eq. (1) can be transformed into an infinite-dimensional linear system given by M=--(6) where Ano = 1 /26now n = 0, .i , (7a) and dimensional matrix A given by Eqs. (7) is invertible, since it is equivalent to the restriction of the integral operator [Eq.
(1)] to the orthogonal complement of its null space. We will prove in this paper that the inverse matrix A-l has the following simple expressions:
(A-l1).= (-i)n+l 2n ,
Once these results are found, the fact that they satisfy A-1A
= AA-' = I can easily be checked by direct computations, using values of standard numerical series.
The starting point of the derivation is the fact that the matrix elements of the inverse operator A-' can be expressed in terms of the singular system of the integral opera- 
which has first-order poles at the points z = ±I2j (j = 0, 1, 2,.. .) with residues R2j = 232j22(8 + 2/2)-1.
These series can now be computed by contour integration. and (8b) for the inverse matrix.
We comment now on the special case m = 0, which is relevant when one wishes to recover the function f(y) only on the optical axis, y = 0.2 From Eqs. (4) and (8a) we find that
n=--(15)
A simple derivation of this special case can be obtained from the sampling expansion of the cosine, cos(7rx) = > (-l)n sinc(x -n). ion of the odd
where, in the last step, the assumption that f(y) is band limited with bandwidth 2ir and the projection property of the sinc kernel have been used. It is interesting to notice that by numerical observation, the simple exact inversion formula [Eq. (15)] is well approximated even when one uses the singular system corresponding to a small number of data points. In fact, if we use 2N + 1 data points, then the corresponding recovered value of f(0), given by the method developed in Ref. 2 We conclude this paper with a few remarks about potential applications of Eq. (15). Its extension to the two-dimensional case with square pupils is obvious: Thus, in this case, the inversion algorithm is extremely simwhere the transfer matrix tpq must be computed by using the singular system of the measured integral operator corresponding to the real optical system. In the case of small aberrations and small deviations from the square-pupil result, one might perhaps be able to justify a formula of the type tpq = 4 ( 1 l)p+q + rqpq (22) and compute the correction terms lpq by means of linear perturbation theory. Such a possibility remains to be investigated.
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